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THE UNIVERSITY 0 F NEW MEXICO 
Faculty Minutes 
1959 - 1960 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
May 31, 1960 
To: All .fembers of the Faculty 
From: John . Durri e, Secretary of the University 
Sub ject: Final Faculty Meeting 
The final 1959- 60 meeting of t he Faculty will be held on Monday, June 6, 
in Mitchell Hall 101 , at 4: 00 p.m. 
The agenda will incl ude the following items . 
1 . Re commendation of candidates for degrees . 
2 . Announcement of replacement for Professor Fleck on Policy Committee --
Dean Wynn f or the College of Arts and Sciences. 
3. El ection t o r epl a ce Professor Clough as member-at-large of the Policy 
Committee for 1960-61. 
4. Minor revisi on in composition of membership of Library Committee - -
Dr . Baker for the Policy Committee . 
5. Presentation of nominations for standing committees of the University 
Fa culty, 1960-61 -- Professor Baker for the Policy Committee . (List 
attached .) 
6. Re commendati on by the Policy Committee for a change from a 3 grade-
point system t o a 4 frade-point system - - Dr . Baker. 
7. Recommendati on by the Committee on Entrance and Credits for new 
admission requirements for New Mexico residents - - Mr . MacGregor. 
8. Revision of the policy concerning the employment of faculty members 
a t t he University of New Mexico - - Dr. Baker for the Policy Committee . 
(Sta tement attached.) 
(Summarized Minutes) 
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The June 6, 1960, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by President 
Popejoy at 4:05 p. m. with a quorum.present . , 
Candidates for bachelor degrees in the College of Arts and Sciences were presented 
by Dean Wynn; in the College of Engineering by Dean Farris ; in the College of Educa-
tion by Dean Travelstead; in the College of Fine Arts by Dean Stein; in the College 
of Pha~acy by Dean Cataline; in the College of Business Administration by Dean 
Parish; in the School of Law by Dean Countryman; and in the College of Nursing by 
Dean King . Candidates for masters' and doctors' degrees in the Graduate School were 
presented by Dean Castetter. With several minor changes in the mimeographed list, 
the faculty voted to recommend the candidates to the Regents for the awarding of the 
re spe cti ve degrees . 
Dean Wynn announced that Professor Regener had been elected a member of the Policy 
Co ·tt mnu ee to replace Professor Fleck for 1960-61, representing the College of Arts 
and Sciences. 
Professor Wollman was elected a member-at- large of the Policy Committee for 1960-61, 
~epl~c~ng Professor Clough who, as dean of the College of Engineering, will be 
neligible for service. 
P~ofessor Baker, for the Policy Committee, recommended that the composition of the 
Library Committee be changed by the addition of the Law Librarian as an ex-officio 
member . The Faculty approved this change. 
;rofessor Baker also moved approval of the list of standing committees of the 
acuity for 1960-61, which had been sent earlier to all faculty members . The list 
was approved by the Faculty. 
Also upon recommendation of Professor Baker, for the Policy Committee, the Faculty 
:ii~v~d a ?hange from a 3 grade-point system to a 4 grade-point system, to be 
ctive with the 1961-62 academic year. 
Mr. MacGregor, for the Committee on Entrance and Credits, proposed that the Faculty 
~ec~mmend to the Regents that they go on record as favoring enforcement, for New 
~~ico resident graduating high school seniors of the present catalog regulatio~ ~ lch reads: "The minimum qualitative requirement for admission to the University 
~s a grade point average of C in previous academic work . " This requirement would t: effective with the 1961-62 academic year. This recommendation was approved by 
e Faculty. 
On behalf of the Policy Committee Professor Baker recommended the approval of a 
new stat , u . . t ement of policy pertaining to (a) the earning of degrees at the niversi Y 
of New Mexico by faculty members and (b) the employment of faculty members with 
Presumption of permanent tenure . ' After general discussion, the Faculty voted to 
refer the statement back to the Policy Committee for further consideration. 
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A memorial minute for Alfred LeRoy Gausewitz, Dean Emeritus of the School of Law, 
who died on May 31, 1960, was read by Dean Countryman. The Faculty adopted .this 
memorial minute and directed that a copy of it be sent to Mrs . GausP.witz . 
Dean Castetter, f or the Graduate School, called the attent ion of the Faculty to the 
availability of senior postdoctoral fellowships and science faculty fellowshi:ps and 
invit ed those who were interested to get further information at the Graduate Office . 
Dean Castetter, also on behalf of the Graduate School, recommended the approval of 
a new curriculum in education, a Master of Arts in the Teaching of Spanish, at the 
elementary level . He recalled that on May 12, 1959, the Faculty had approved a 
Master of Arts program in the Teaching of Spanish at the secondary level . The new 
proposal was approved by the Faculty. 
Dr . Sherman E. Smith, Director of Student Affairs, presented for the approval of the 
Faculty five amendments to the Constitution of the Associated Students, earlier 
approved by the Senate and by the requisite two- thirds majority of the Associated 
Students . Three amendments which were forthwith approved by the Faculty have the 
following effects: Amendment 1 -- (1) to omit mention of the Student Standards 
Committee, making it clear that this Committee is not part of the judicial system 
of student government; (2) to redefine the membership of the Student Court, elimi-
nating the stipulation that one member must be a law student (few law student s are 
now members of the Associated Students); (3) to clarify certain procedures of the 
Court and the Student Senate . Amendment 2 -- raises the grade point average 
required of Student Council members from 1.3 to 1 . 4. Amendment J -- amends a para-
graph describing the functions of the Student Standards Committee and substitutes 
~he word "disciplinary" for the word "judicial" in an appropriate way. The effect 
ls to make clear that the Student Standards Committee has a disciplinar y function 
which, again, is not part of the judicial system of student government . Two other 
proposed amendments were disapproved by the Faculty. 
The meeting adjourned at 5: 45 p .m. 
John N. Durrie, Secretary 
UNIVERSITY OF Nmv MEXICO 
FACULTY MEETING 
June 6, 1960 
The Ju 6, 1960, meeting of the University Faculty was 
calle to order by Pr sident Popejoy at 4:05 p.m. with a 
quorum pr ... ent. 
PRESID T POPEJOY The first item on the agenda will be 
the recommendations of candidates for degrees, and the first 
dean is D n ynn. 
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D N : r. President, the list of candidates for candidates 
graduation fro the College of Arts and Sciences with the for Degrees 
degrees of bachelor of arts and bachelor of science is on 
pages l to 5, to ether with one name on page 6 of the list. 
These persons have completed all the requirements for their 
degrees, have been certified by their respective departments, 
and have been approved by the faculty of the college. I, 
therefore, taKe pleasure in moving that the General Faculty 
approve this list and recommend these persons to you and to 
the Regents of th1 University for the granting of the degrees 
on June a, 1960. 
PROFESSOR WELLCK Second the motion. 
POPEJOY 11 in favor indicate by saying "aye.-
Oppose 1 The motion is carried. 
The next college on the list is the College of 
Engineering. Dean Farris. 
DEAN F RRIS Mr. President, the students listed on pages 
6, 7, and 8 for the bachelor's degree have all met the require-
ments for their respective degrees and have been approved by 
the faculty of the College of Engineering. I should li~e to 
move that this body approve these candidates and recommend 
them to the Board of Regents for their respective degrees. 
PROFESSOR JORRIN Second the motion. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying •aye.-
Opposed? The motion is carried. 
The College of Education is next, Dean Travelstead. 
D N TRAVELSTEAD Mr. President and members of the 
Faculty, on pages a through 11 are listed the persons for 
their respective degrees in the various categories. These 
6/6/60, p. 2 
persons have been certified as having met all the requirements 
of their respective departments and the College of Education. 
I, therefore, move you, Mr. President, that the General Faculty 
approve these persons for the degrees indicated and that they 
be recommended to you and to the Board of Regents for these 
respective degrees. 
MmvIBERS Second. 
POPEJOY The motion is made and seconded. All in favor 
indicate by saying aye. Opposed? The motion is carried. 
The College of Fine Arts, Dean Stein. 
DEAN STEIN Mr. President, the students listed on page 
12 have been certified by the various departments in the 
College of Fine Arts and approved by the faculty of the 
College of Fine Arts. I move that they be approved by this 
Faculty for further recommendation to you and to the Regents 
for the degrees listed on page 12. 
PROFESSOR HUBER Second the motion. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying daye.d Opposed? 
The motion is carried. 
The College of Pharmacy, Dean Cataline. 
DEAN CAT LINE Mr. President, the candidates for the 
degree of bachelor of science in pharms.cy are listed on page 
12. They have all satisfied all the requirements for the 
degree, have been recommended by the faculty of the College, 
and I move you, Mr. President, that the General Faculty recom-
mend these candidates to you and to the Board of Regents for 
the degree of bachelor of science in pharmacy. 
WELLCK Second the motion. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying •aye." Opposed? 
The motion is carried. 
The College of Business Administration, Dean Parish. 
DEN PARISH Please refer to the names on pages 13 and 
14, if you will; and will you cross out the name.on page 13 
of James aron Baker. Then on page 14, Mr. President, on 
the name of Mason Harry Rose, V, we are waiting for grades. 
They have not yet been received. He is taking work elsewhere. 
Subject to that reception of the grades, the faculty of the 
College of Business Aaministration bas certified that these 
students have met all the require~ents for the degree of 
bachelor of business administration. e recommend that this 
~25 
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Faculty, in turn, recommend them to the Regents for the degree 
of bachelor of business administration. 
MEMBERS Second the motion. 
POPEJOY This is subject to the understanding that the 
grades will arrive for Mr. Rose, that his degree will be 
approved? 
PARISH Yes. 
MR. DURRIE I wanted to inquire, Dean Parish, about the 
program, hich has to be completed by tomorrow morning at 
eight o'clock. I am wondering if he should be included or 
excluded on the program. 
PARISH I assume he bas until five o'clock tonight. It 
will be done by wire, and the University would receive it; 
and if it hasn't been received when the program goes out, 
then he will have to be excluded. 
DURRIE Mr. Baker is out, anyway? 
PARISH Yes. 
POPEJOY Any other auestions? 
PARISH I am wondering about this wire coming in at 
eight or nine o'clock. Is there a way we can take care of 
this? 
POPEJOY Mr. MacGregor? 
MR. MacGREGOR Mr. President, I believe the practice has 
been in the past, regardless of whether the name is put on the 
program, if the wire arrives before commencement and if the 
college is willing to go along subject to approval of the 
Faculty, we do graduate such a student. 
PARISH We wrote him a letter to this effect, that if 
he got the grades in by wire we would accept them. 
POPEJOY There was a deadline specified in the letter? 
PARISH There was, and I think it has expired. 
POPEJOY We shall deal with this problem, I suppose, 
if and when it comes up. All in favor of the motion indicate 
by saying •aye.~ Opposed? The motion is carried. 
' 
The College of Lew, Dean Countryman. 
226 
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DEAN COUNTRYMAN Mr. President, there is no college of 
law at the University of New Mexico ! The names listed on 
page 14 for that nonexistent institution, however, do corres-
pond with the twelve students who have satisfied all require-
ments of the School of Law of the University of New Mexico 
for the degree of bachelor of laws. I, therefore, move that 
this Faculty recommend to you and to the Board of Regents 
that these candidates be granted the degrees. 
POPEJOY You have heard the motion. Is there a second 
to the motion? 
PROFESSOR VERNON Second the motion. 
POPEJOY ill the minutes show that these are graduated 
from the School of I.aw? 
MacGREGOR And the catalogue next year will say, •School 
of Law ... 
POPE.JOY All in favor indicate by saying Haye.~ Opposed? 
The motion is carried. 
The College of Nursing, Dean King. 
DEAN KING Mr. President, the College of Nursing has 
seventeen candidates for the degree of bachelor of science 
in nursing. The names of these candidates appear on pages 
14 and 15. They have satisfied all the requirements for the 
degree, and the faculty of the College of Nursing is pleased 
to recommend them to you for recommendation to the Regents 
for their degrees, and I so move. 
VERNON Second the motion . 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying "aye·'' 
Opp~sed? The motion is carried. 
Candidates for the Graduate School will be presented 
by Dean Castetter . 
CASTETTER The list of candidates for graduate degrees 
begins on page 15. There is one correction to be made on 
page 17 . After the second name, Gleneta Rees Tritt, her 
major should be indicated as guidance and counseling instead 
of anthropology. This is an error in transcription. 
With that modification, the list has been approved by 
the Graduate Committee and I should like to move that the 
Faculty recommend to the Regents of the University the award-
ing of the degrees as indicated. 
227 
' . . 
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POPEJOY Is there a second? 
MmvtBERS Second. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by the usual sign. 
Opposed? The motion is carried. Did we miss anybody? 
We have an announcement from Dean Wynn in regard to a 
replacement on the Policy Committee. 
WYNN Mr. President, I am happy to announce t1at the 
College of Arts and Sciences bas elected Professor Regener 
to the Policy Committee next year in place of Professor 
Fleck, ~ho will be on leave of absence. 
POPEJOY The next item calls for the election of a 
member at large to the Policy Committee for the year 19 O- 1 
to replace Professor Clough. Nominations are in orde 
I understand the constitution, this person c n be nominated 
from any college. 
PROFESSOR IVINS Mr. President, I nominate Professor 
Ernest Baughman. 
MEMBER Mr. President, I nominate Professor Alexander 
PROFE:3SOR R. M, DUNCAN Mr. President, I nominate 
Nathaniel Wollman. 
VERNON Mr. President, I move the nominations b clos d 
MEMBER Second the motion. 
POPEJOY It has been moved and seconded that tbe nomi 
tions be closed. All in favor indicate by saying aye . 
Opposed? The motion is carried, 
The voting will be on the basis of the preferential 
ballot. 
DURRIE Put your candidates on the ballot in this o der 
as shown here on the board and place a number b fore e ch 
name in your order of preference. umber 1 is your irst 
preference, number 2 is your second preference, nd nub 
3 is your third preference, (Balloting) 
POPEJOY If you have completed the balloting, the 
ing will come to order, and we will proceed with the r 
the genda. We are now at item 4, recommendations by 
Baker of the Policy Committee. 
lectio to 
Policy 
C t 
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PROFESSOR BAKER Mr. Chairman, due to the fact that Mr. 
Poldervaart will no longer be on the teaching faculty after 
July, the Policy C.Ommittee still wishes to retain him on the 
Library Committee. Therefore. it is necessary to change the 
first sentence in the composition of the present committee 
regulation which now reads: "***members, including chair-
nan, nominated by the Policy Committee; also the librarian, 
ex officio.~ The Policy Committee wishes to recommend that 
that sentenoe be changed to read: ~***members, including 
chairman, nominated by the Policy Committee; also the 
University Librarian and the Law Librarian, ex officio. 
PROFESS-OR CIARK Second the motion. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying "aye." 
Opposed? The motion is carried. 
BAKER The next item is the nominations for the standing 
committees, of which you have a copy. On behalf of the 
Policy Committee, Mr. Chairtmn, I move the nominations as 
included on this list. 
POPEJOY Is there a second? 
PROFESSOR MORI Second the motion. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying ~aye.~ Opposed? 
The motion is carried. 
Dr. Baker? ~ 
BAKER The next item is a change, as calledAon the 
agenda, from the three grade point system to the four grade 
point system This plan would provide four points for an 
A and on down the line to no points for an F. The reason 
for this is to improve the standards to some extent. The 
present D and F grades count the same as far as grade points 
are concerned. Under the new system the D would count one 
point per semester hour and the F would not count. This 
tends to increase the standards of the University and will 
assist to some extent, also, in elimtnating the students 
that in one or two semesters prove t hemselves unable to 
succeed in the field they have chosen. They can, therefore, 
switch to another field before they dig a hole they never 
can get out of. 
On behalf of the Policy Committee, I move, Mr. President, 
that the grade point system be changed from the present three 
point system to the new system of four points. 
COUNTRYMAN I second the motion. 
Change in 
Composition 
of Li brary 
Commit tee 
St anding 
Committees 
for 1960-61 
Change in 
Grade Point 
Syst em 
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BAKER This will go into effect at the beginning of the 
1961 academic year. 
R. M. DUNC N Does this mean that the present require-
ments would be translated into the new scale7 
BAKER That is right. 
PROFESSOR HENDRICKSON Wouldn't it be simpler to leave 
it 3-2-1-0 and add a minus 17 
MacGREGOR Very definitely not. 
POPEJOY Would anyone else care to comment? 
MF).IBER Question. 
PROFESSOR ROSENZWEIG I don't care what label you put on 
these various categories, but I don't see what changing the 
label does to change the standards. I wish somebody would 
tell me how that changes the standards. 
MacGREGOR In raising the standards, Professor Rosenzweig , 
it is a rather small item; but it does have a rather definite 
effect. It makes no actual change in the student's index 
unless he gets F's on his record. Then it hurts him quite a 
bit. This is the only point at which it would raise the 
standards. -
I might say that the four point system is becoming the 
standard. More and more institutions across the country are 
moving into it. Mathematically, it is much more accurate 
in determinin~ an average than the three point system we now 
use, which gives the same value to a D and an F. Any student 
who has F's on his record has a much more difficult time in 
overcoming those F's, because under the old system a B could 
offset either a Dor an F. Under the new four point system 
an F would have to be offset by an A. The two point would 
correspond with your C average under the new four point sys-
tem. 
IVINS 111 this apply, also, to transfers from the 
University College? 
MacGREGOR It will be straight through on everything. 
MEMBER Question. 
PROFESSOR HEIMERICH If a student has an F grade now, 
when he transfers to the four point system will be be penal-
ized by that or will this not be retroactive? 
230 
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cGR GOR That, I think, is an awfully good question· 
and it was gone into very carefully by both the Committee ~n 
Entrance and Crenits and by the Policy Committee. The Policy 
Committee submitted t his auestion to the Committee on Entrance 
and Cre is for onsideration, and we DJ3.de a recommendation to 
them. It · s agreed very definitely that the student who 
entered upon a degree program and has been in continuous 
attendance under the old three point system would have to be 
given the benefit in cases of probation, suspension, grades, 
or anything else that might be involved, of the rules in the 
catalogue at the tiroo he entered upon the program. 
PROFESSOR HAAS May I ask, Mr . MacGregor, does this mean 
any F's received from here on are equated with D' s. 
MacGREGOR There is no way mechanically that we can run 
two syste sat the same time. As far as the official index 
is concerned, at the close of the year 1960-61, we will re-
compute all of them and pick them up, and from that point on 
it will be shown on the new four point system. 
here you run into difficulty is on these things like 
probation or suspension. Under the ttiree point system he 
might have a one point average, but he wouldn ' t have it on 
the n one. He would have to have entered at a time when 
the three ooint as in effect and have been continuous in 
attendance ~to have the protection of the three point pro-
vision. 
HAAS nd if he breaks his attendance and comes back,--? 
MacGREGOR Then it is determined by the time he re-
enters, whatever was in effect at that time. 
POPEJOY There has been a call for the question. All 
in favor indicate by sayingnaye." Opposed? The motion is 
carri d. 
t. 23i 
The next item is a recommendation from the Committee 
on Entrance and Credits. Mr. MacGregor. 
cGREGOR The Comro:i ttee on Entrance and Credi ts, meet- Admission 
ing on y 16, 1960, unanimous Jy approved the follo'tling Requirements 
motion: That the General Faculty be as\ted to recommend to for New 
the Regents of the University that they go on record as Mexico 
favoring enforcement for Ne'tl Mexico resident graduating high Residents 
school seniors of the present catalog regulation -which reads: 
"The minimum qualitative requirement for admission to the • 
University is a grade average of C in previous academic ,,,ork. 
I should like, on behalf of the Committee on Entrance 
and Credits,to move that the Faculty approve this and make 
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the recommendation to the Regents. 
CLARK Second the motion. 
PROFESSOR RAFFERTY I would like to ask what it mens. 
Does it mean exactly what it says? 
MacGREGOR Yes, sir. In terms of admission require ents 
it is a slight jump ahead, and it involves a considerable 
departure from past practice. This means that for the first 
time in the history of New Mexico a state-supported institu-
tion is going to require a minimum average of •c for admis-
sion from residents of the State of New Mexico, hich is--
when you look at the record--n considerable departure from 
past practice. 
PROFESSOR WEIHOFEN When is the effective date o thi? 
MacGREGOR Effective with the 1961-62 school ye r. I 
might say that the Committee on Entrance and Credits, subj ct 
to the approval of this recommendation by the Faculty to th 
Regents and the Regents' approval, has instructed that 
circularize all high schools in the State of New exico rl 
this fall so that there will be a year's notification to 11 
students who might be entering the University in the summ r 
Ol' in the fall of 1961. 
MEMBER Question. 
POPEJOY 11 in favor indicate by saying aye 
The motion is carried. 
Oppo ? 
The next item on the agenda is a recommend ton rom th 
Policy Committee concerning the employ nt f fee lty m b r 
Dr. Bak.er. 
BAKER Mr. Chairman, if you will turn to the tt ch-
ment in the agenda, there is a change in the first Pr ph 
of the employment policy d ted May~, 1960. The first Pr -
graph should read as follows: The follo ing st te nt of 
policy pertains to (a) the earning of degrees at the Un v rsit 
of New Mexico by faculty roo~bers, and (b) to the employ 0 
faculty members 1th presumption of pe nent tenure Th n 
in the following four paragraphs you find those to 
Mr. President, on behalf of the Policy Committ , I shou d 
like to move the approval of this employment policy 
POPEJOY Do I hear a second to the motion? 
PROFESSOR GRACE I secon the motion. 
' . ~ 6/6/60, p. 10 
PROFESSOR FREEDMAN Dr. Baker, I wonder whethe the 
Policy Committee considered not making the statement in 
paragraphs 2 and 3 so absolute by modifying the statements 
with the word ••normally," thus allowing for n occasion l 
person to be appointed who does rooet the requirements. 
BAKER Ilr. Freednan, where are you7 
. 
FREEDMAN I said I would put 11 norrnally in the second 
la£i~;n paragraph 3, or the third line, to make it read 
n normally consistl of faculty members--,~ allo n 
that latitude in exceptional cases. I asked if the Commit-
tee considered that. 
BAKER Yes, we did. e felt in general that, after 
all, the employment policy is subject to the Administration, 
anyway. The reason for the change, Dr. Freedman, is that 
the previous policy dated in 1950,about ten years o, 
eliminated practically entirely the hiring of an ind vidu l 
who earned his last degree at the University of Ne ex co. 
It had also made it difficult to hire anyone who had e rn 
any degree at the University. The Administration w s m1ch 
in favor of relaxing this to soroo extent and requested th 
Policy Committee to study the matter. e did that; and 
as a result, we came up ~1th this particular policy r co -
mendation, which does make it possible to hire person 
who takes his last degree at this University It still 
leaves it, of course, to some extent to the discretion o 
the Administration. The Policy Committee is sayin th t 
that discretion should be left in there, and e felt th t t 
was sufficient as it stood. 
FREEDMAN I understand that point, but wouldn't a Pr-
son who has all three of his degrees from the University b 
automatically eliminated? 
BAKER No, he wouldn't be. There is another ovision· 
"--distinguished himself elsewhere either professionally or 
as a graduate student.M He would be eligible for employ ant 
even though he may have taken all his degrees here. He Y 
have distinguished himself otherwise, other than his de • 
POPEJOY Does this satisfy your question, Dr. Fr e n? 
FREEDMAN It satisfies me in para raph 2, but it ot 
satisfy me in paragr ph 3. I can imagine some dep rt nts 
could not hire persons who have earned all three de sun r 
their work, even though those persons are th best vai bl 
and, therefore, 1 wa t to move to add the word nor lly 
make this read: "-- 1 normally cons st off culty mb 
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VERNON Second the motion. 
POPEJOY Are you ready to vote on the amendment? 
PROFESSOR MOORE Mr. President, I would like to spa k 
against the amendment. e have some people in our depart-
ment who will be receiving their third degree shortly, and 
they are excellent people and we would liKe to hire them, 
but I think as a matter of policy I have seen too many in-
grown university departments, and I am afraid that this 
amendment would make this possible. I think it is much 
better that such people be required to distinguish them-
selves in some way somewhere else before being hired ba k 
in. 
FREEDMAN I have seen departments with inbred faculty 
members, too. I have also seen departIIEnts that hav b en 
very poor, and I have seen some very, very great dep rt nts 
which have been inbred. The faculties at Columbia, H rv rd 
and Yale are very highly inbred. It is the intention o y 
amendment to allow departments to have more than one third 
of their staff; it does not prevent the chairman of th d -
partment or the Administration from refusing to hir any 
such persons who have not distinguished themselves els -
here professionally. I think this would not be a 11 it on 
at all on control. 
BAKER Mr. ChairIIfl.n, the Policy Committee on this r-
ticular point did not know exactly just what figure to 
choose. e finally decided among us that a third s prob-
ably high enough; and, after a discussion of that particul r 
point, I think the committee members became pretty c rt in 
that a third was high enough and that we shouldn't go over 
that. 
POPEJOY Any other observations? We are no ready to 
vote on the amendment as suggested by Professor Freed n 
MEMBERS Question. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by sayin aye. 
The motion to amend is lost. 
Oppo ? 
Are there any other amendments or any other discuss on? 
PARISH Mr. President, is it clear th t par 
not independent of the other three? Is it possibl 
person ta receive five years of temporary te hin 
and then at the end of that period be P ce on 
bationary status until such time as he Y hav r 
tenure, or must he satisfy the other oar r phs a 
C 9 
ro-
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POPEJOY Professor Baker? 
BAKER I am thinking real hard, Dean Parish. I don't see 
the conflict of which you speak. 
PARISH It may not be there. I don't see any statement 
that a person must meet some of these. Is it not possible 
under number 4 for a person to work toward an advanced degree 
not having met any of the first three up here to be hired 
under a tempor ry teaching contract, work for five years, and 
at the end of this period his employment shall be terminated 
unless his employment be placed on regular probationary status? 
Can't he get on that just by paragraph number 4 without being · 
on the first three? 
B KER No, I think not. 
PARISH That is what my question was. 
MEMBER Are there any requirements for that regular pro-
bationary status? 
WYNN I believe, Dean ~sh, your fears are perhaps 
groundless. The phrase in 2, paragraph 2, d--in a posi-
tion that can lead to permanent tenure, '1 excludes people in 
item 4, I think. And in paragraph 3 the phrase "permanent 
teaching staff surely must mean in a position presumed to 
be leading to permanent tenure and would, therefore, exclude 
people under item 4. 
BAKER I think it would, too. 
R. M. DUNCAN I would like to ask, about parag~aph 4, if 
appointments of teaching assistants and graduate assistants 
are to be included. Does this mean a part-time instructorship, 
a temporary instructorship, or was it meant to include graduate 
assistants and teaching assistants normally working for degrees? 
BAKER It is intended to include them. 
R. M. DUNCAN Mr. President, if that is the case, I 
think a five-year period is perhaps too short a period for 
us to expect a person will get his n:aster's degree,followed 
by the Ph.Din some cases, and in many instances these 
people would be among our best graduate students, possibly. 
I am a little reluctant now to make an amendment because I 
don't know what period of time to suggest, but I am afraid 
five years may be an unduly harsh restriction for our gradu-
ate students. I would appreciate some consideration of that 
point of view. 
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11 P?PEJOY _Would you phrase your question again? You said teaching assistants." Did you say •teaching fellows"1 
R. M. DUNC N Graduate assistants and teaching ~ssist-
ants. I asked if they were referred to under paragraph 4 here, 
and the answer i8S yes. 
BAKER This w s intended to include them. 
PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN Would changing the first words to 
11 instructor•• get around that? I don't think. the teaching 
assistants and the graduate assistants should be included 
in this same category. That doesn't seem realistic. 
WYNN Dr. Duncan thinks five years is too short. It 
is too long in terms of our University tenure policy if we 
are talking about people who are graduate students. Our 
only faculty policy states specifically that we may not 
give more than three temporary contracts. Then we either 
have to move the person out or put him on probationary 
status. This is in conflict with our previously stated 
policy if it means someone with the rank of a student 
instructor. 
RAFFERTY Mr. Chairman, I move this be referred back to 
the Committee for reconsideration. 
R. M. DUNCAN I second the motion. 
POPEJOY I would like to ask the question: Is this 
going to interfere with any recruiting or staff matter which 
is pending or which might be coming up between now and the 
first of the collegiate year coming up1 Does any dean have 
any question in regard to this motion to refer? 
WYNN Dr. Hendrickson, does this refer to anyone in 
the mathematics department? 
BAKER Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding that there 
is a possibility that this could interfere some with next 
year. I would suggest that perhaps ·we could pass this as is, 
and then perhaps a motion could be made that the Policy Com-
mittee further study this point 4. It was my impression from, 
I believe, or. Castetter, that this policy could work in very 
well with the beginning of next year. 
CASTETTER Ur. BaKer, It wasn't my understanding as we 
discussed this matter, that this would apply to graduate 
assistants and teaching assistants. I don't think it was the 
intent, as I understood this proposal, to include the GA's and 
the TA•s at all. 
23 
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BAKER I don't have the minutes of the Policy Co tt 
with me, and I am not real sure of my statement. I 
Professor Clough here? 
POPEJOY He is back there. 
PROFESSOR CLOUGH We never did discuss this ite p 
ically. This was never specifically discussed, to my k.no 
POPEJOY The question now is, would it d stroy t r l 
value of your motion if you excluded teaching ss st n n 
graduate assistants? 
BAKER No, I think not. 
VERNON Mr. Chairman, if we exclude gradu t 
assistants, all we will have left are these instru o 
I would hate to see us change ur tenure policy in thi 
and that would be what we would be doing in p rmittin 
temporary contracts. 
MEMBER I move the question 
CLARK Mr. President, is the motion tor f t b 
the Committee? 
POPEJOY Yes • 
CLARK Before that is voted on, may I as~ 
hat is the meaning of the first part with resp 
School of I.aw with regard to a graauate de re? 
lem may be hypothetical now, but hat about a 
a degree in the Law School? Does the Co 1 tte cons id 
Part l to be applicable to the School of Ia? I ish 
~ould take that into consideration in their deliber 
POPEJOY ny other sug estions? There is 
refer. I am not sure that it is debatable, but 
ot1on to 
bated it, anyway. 
RAFFERTY If there is a practical reason hY th1 
not b referred, I should be glad to hear the re on n 
draw my motion. 
POPEJOY 
espond. 
e have given the deans n oppo tunit. 
MEMBERS Question. 
POPEJOY There is a call for th que ion 
of referring this matter b ck to the Pol cy Co 
0 
0 
0 
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additional study indicate by saying ttaye.tt Opposed? The 
motion is carried. 
Item number 9. Mr. Durrie has added three more items 
to our agenda, and I am not sure whether they show on your 
copies or not. The 9th item is a memorial minute for Dean 
Gausewitz and will be presented by Dean Countryman. 
COUNTRYMAN 
Memorial Minute for 
Dean Emeritus A11·red LeRoy Gausewitz 
Alfred LeRoy Gausewitz served the cause of legal educa-
tion for thirty-one years. Born in Little Falls, Minnesota, 
in 1893, he earned his B.A. and LL. B. degrees at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and his LL.M. at Stanford University. 
Before coming to the University of New Mexico he was for eight-
een years a member of the faculty of the University of 
Wisconsin Law School. 
tf. /.. s As the first )1ean of our Xaw chool he brought to his task 
an integrity and a devotion to the highest standards of schol-
arship which will leave a lasting mark on the aspirations of 
the school he did so much to create. The ma.ny who came to know 
him, personally and professionally, during his thirteen years 
at this University found him a man of great warmth, generosity 
and humility. They will remember him not only with esteem but 
with affection. 
Alfred LeRoy Gausewitz was, in the finest meaning of the 
words, a dedicated student of the law and an instinctive 
gentleman. His death on May 31, 1960, leaves the University 
of New Mexico greatly in his debt. 
Mr. President, I move the adoption of this memorial 
minute with the provision that copies of it be forwarded to 
Mrs. Gausewitz. 
CLARK Second the motion. 
POPEJOY You have heard the motion. All in favor indi-
cate by saying "aye.• The motion is carried. 
The next item is a recommendation in regard to the MA 
degree in teaching Spanish, by Dr. Castetter. I believe this 
has been forwarded to the Faculty. 
CASTETTER Mr. Chairman, before I get to that item, ~Y 
I make an announcement. From time to time we get from t he 
National Science Foundation and ethers various ~inds of 
Memori al 
Mi nut e for 
Dean 
Gausewitz 
National 
Science 
Foundation 
Fellowships 
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announcements regarding availability of institutes of one 
kind and another and student scholarships of various sorts. 
This spring I have sent out two memoranda to the Faculty, 
one regarding institutes and the other regarding the vail-
ability of scholarships. I would like particularly to call 
this directly to the attention of the Faculty 1th referen e 
to the fellowships . We have an announcement from the NSF 
regarding senior postdoctoral fellowships and another re 
ing science faculty fellowships. e have in the Graduat 
Office all of these announcements that do come in, and if 
you are interested in applying for any of them, please co 
to the Graduate Office. We sometimes have extra copies of 
these; and, if not, you are welcome to read over the nnoun -
ments that are there, if we have received only single cope 
of the ones in which you are interested. 
With reference to the proposal for the appr v 1 of th 
cur iculum for elementary school teachers for the e e o 
Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish, it becomes a quest on 
many times as to whether certain things, after vin bee 
passed by the Graduate Committee or the Curriculum Comm tt e, 
or both, should be brought to the General Faculty; that 
hether 1 t is necessary or not. \e a l'way try to l n 
little bit on the side of the Faculty here and be gu 
are not making a mistake in rmking administr tiv d 
That is the background against which I am bringing th 
endation to you today from the Graduate Comm ttee. 
The minutes of the General Faculty on May 12, 1959, 
show that the Faculty approved a Master of rts in T ching 
Spanish . This was brought in as a recommend tion fo tb 
curriculum in secondary education. Now, the Departmen of 
Modern languages , 1th the approval of the Advisory Commit 
of the College of Arts and Sciences, has submitted to th 
Graduate ~ommittee a new curriculum in elerrentary educ ion, 
a Master of Arts in the Teaching of Spanish, at the ele nt r 
level. In order to be on the safe side, I should like t 
move that the Faculty aoprove this recommendation of th 
Graduate Committee. Dr: Duncan is here and in position 
answer the more detailed questions if you ould l e to a 
them. 
POPEJOY Is there a secon? 
FARRIS Second the motion. 
POPEJOY Any questions? Are you ready or the que 
MEMBERS Question. 
POPEJOY All in vor ind cate by 
The motion is carried. 
n y Oppo 
on? 
? 
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The next, and last, item on the agenda is a recommend -
tion from D~. Smith for amendments to the Student Const ut on. 
. PROFESSORS. E. SMITH Thank you, Mr. Pr sident. 
proposed amendments to the Student Constitution were 1 
to the Faculty -within the last few days. I hop you have r -
ceived them. I have additional copies up here, in the ev nt 
any of you ould like to have them. 
I regret that these amendments are brought to this 
faculty meeting, the last one of the year; but they er 
received from the student government since the 1st culty 
meeting; and, therefore, had to come before us to y orb 
put over until next fall; but they need to be put into f ect 
ne.xt fall. 
The first amendment has to do -with student r ht 
Presently the constitution reads: no student shall b 
denied full and equal rights in the student commun t or 
reasons of race, nationality, sex, religion, or pol t 
beliefs. The proposed amendment adds this phr se: 
any other disc iminating factors determined b Stu 
Court." 
The second amendment has to do with the Student Co t. 
In Section 1 it is mentioned that the Student St n r 
Committee is omitted inasmuch as the Stu ent St ndar s 
Committee is not part of the judicial system in tud n 
government. The constitution up to this point stipu t d 
that one of the members of the student court should b 
from the College of Law, and it is no recogniz d t 
students in the School of le. are not members o t 
ssociated Students. 
This section 2 of Article V1 s roposed, ds to th 
student court staff a student adviser from the 6 h ol o 
Iaw. It does say -College of La , there, o sn' i? I 
ill see that that is fixed. 
Section 3 in this same Article V specifi 
there is a vacancy in the court in n interim per o 
fore the court is at full complement by appoint n, 
rema.ining justices can act on ad nistrati e tters 
nonjudicial kind, but cannot u tion s a court 
The rest of this has to do 1th the proc ure fo 
impeachment of student officers. 
Amendment number 3 s an n 
h ch has to do 1th the stud t con 
grade point verage require nt fo 
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student council from the present 1.3 to 1.4. 
Amendment number 4 refers to Article V, Section 6, 
and changes the ord "judicial" to "disciplinary,' when 
referring to the Student Standards Committee; and that, 
I think, is appropriate. 
The fifth amendment is important. Section 6 of 
Article V, reading from the original, states: ''The Student 
Standards Committee shall be the highest court of appeal 
for matters involving an individual infraction of laws 
and regulations of the Associated Students. It nay also 
have original jurisdiction over any matter referred to it. 
Any student who feels he has been unjustly dealt with has 
the right to appeal to this Committee. Decisions of the 
Student Standards Committee rw.y be appealed only to the 
University and shall be certified to the President of the 
University." 
-This is the proposal in the amendment: "The equity of 
decisions of the Student Standards Committee may be appealed 
only to the President of the University. In the event of 
failure of the colll!D.ittee to reach a decision, the case shall 
be certified to the President of the University for adjudica-
tion." 
Then it is proposed that this paragraph be added: ''The 
procedure of the committee rw.y be appealed to the Student 
Court. HovJever, the power of the Court shall only extend to 
the ordering of a new hearing, and only if the Court decides 
that the procedures of the Student Standards Committee have 
Violated a student's full and equal rights. The records of 
the Student Standards Committee must be available to the 
Student Court on those cases which have been appealed to 
the Student Court." 
The personnel ~deans and I are before you today with the 
recommendation that all of these recommendations be approved 
except the first one and the last one. 
The first amendment is the one having to do with stu-
dent rights, which entitles the student court to decide what 
may be a basis for determination that a student has been 
discriminated against. It is conceivable that the student 
court might decide that it is unfair to discriminate 
against a student because he belongs to a fraternity; and, 
therefore, rules governing fraternities are out of order. 
We feel that this amendment would broaden the powers of the 
student court to such an extent that matters which do not 
belong there might be brought before it. 
The personnel deans and I also object to amendment 
2 j_ 
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number 5, which would place the student standards committee 
under review by the student court on procedural grounds. 
We feel it is probable that many findings of the student 
standards committee would be appealed on the ground that 
procedures are not correct when, in fact, the real crux of 
the matter might not be procedural. We, therefore, do not 
approve of number 5. 
Mr. President, we recommend, and I move, that amend-
ments numbers 2, 3, and 4 be approved by the General Faculty; 
but that amendments numbers 1 and 5 be disapproved. 
POPEJOY Is there a second to this motion? 
WYNN I second the motion. 
WELLCK Would it be advisable to put the year 1961 in 
here? 
s. E. SMITH I didn't get the question. 
POPEJOY He asked if it would be advisable to put the 
year 1961 in the amendments, as a part of the motion. 
s. E. SMITH Yes, that can be done. 
POPEJOY Is that all right? 
WYNN It is all right with me. 
CLARK I am wondering if it would be good to refer this 
entire constitution back to them, because it contains a lot 
of bad English; and, in my opinion, it is a poorly drafted 
instrument. 
POPEJOY Any reaction to that? 
s. E. SMITH None, except I agree. 
~ERS Question 
POPEJOY There has been a call for the question. re 
you ready to vote on Dr. Smith's motion? All in favor indi-
cate by saying ••aye. Opposed? The motion is carried. 
That is the last item on the agenda. Professor 
Hendrickson do you have any announcements in regard 
balloting o~ a new member for the Policy Committee~ 
HENDRICKSON Professor ollman was elected. 
to the 
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POPEJOY Professor 'ollman ~as elected to the Policy 
Committee. 
The 
Ar there any other announcements? 
Is there ny old business? 
Is there any ne business? 
Ir not, 
--
FARRIS Mr. President, I move we adjourn. 
MEMBERS Second the motion. 
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying "aye." 
motion is carried. The meeting is adjourned. 
Opposed? 
Adjournment, 5:45 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
,-0.~ 
John N. Durrie, 
Secretary of the Faculty. 
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May 26, 1960 
To Members oft e University Faculty: 
Following is he list of standing committees of the University Faculty for 
the year 1960-61 as approved jointly by t he President, Vice President, and the 
Policy Committee . Participation in commit tee work is a right and duty of indivi -
duals of all ranks, and faculty members who accept committee membership are 
expected to take an active part in the work of the committee or committees to 
which they are assigned. 
STANDING COMMI'ITEES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
Policy Committee 
Members elected by College Faculti es and t he Graduate Committee: 
Arts and Sciences - to be elect ed 
Business Administration - Mori (1960-62) 
Education - Runge (1959-61) 
Engineering - Dove (1960-62) 
Fine Arts - Miller (1959-61) 
Graduate Committee - R. K. Moor e (1960-62) 
Law - Weihofen (1960-62) 
Nursing - Noble (1960-61) 
Pharmacy - Baker (1959-61) 
Members-at- large elected by t he Voting Faculty: 
Finston (1959-61), Hill (1960-62), one member-at-large to be elected . 
~dministrative Committee 
Popejoy Castetter Catal i ne, Clauve, Clough, Countryman, Durrie, 
Huber, D. o. Kelle; , Lacour, MacGregor, Mathany, Parish, _Perovich, 
Ried, s . E. Smith, Stei n, Travelstead, Walker, Wynn; Chairman of 
the Policy Committee . 
Members elected by the Voting Faculty: 
Huzarski (1959-62), Trowbr i dge (1958-61), Seed (1960-63) 
~ademic Freedom and Tenure 
Members el ected by the Voting Faculty: 
Dabney, Jorrin , v. c. Kelley , Lopes, Vernon, Trowbridge (alternate ) . 
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Athletic Council 
Daub, Brown, Mori, Robertson, Seidler, Stahl, Whan. Ex officio: McDavid. 
Building 
Heimerich, Bailey , Douglass, Foss, May, Schlegel, Schroeder. Ex officio: 
Durrie, Fifield, Perovich. 
Campus Improvement 
Dittmer, Cobos, Gugisberg, Keppers, J. V. Lewis, Martinez, May. Ex officio: 
Fifield, Perovich, Ryder. Three student members. 
Cultural Program 
S. E. Smith, Batcheller, Malone, Masley, Nolan, Ted.lock. Eight student 
members. 
Curricula 
Castetter, Breiland, Graham, Kahn, Koschmann, McRae, Papcsy, Richards, 
Sorrell, Swihart . 
Entrance and Credits 
MacGregor, Campbell, Cataline, Clough, Countryman, Huber, Lacour, Parish, 
Riebsomer, Ried, Rypka, Simons, Stein, Sullivan, Travelstead, Wellck, Wynn . 
Extension, Summer Session and Connnunity Services 
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Ried, Buchanan, Eubank, Loren, Rhoads, Ryan, Strahlem, Ulibarri . Ex offi ci o: 
Eastman, MacGregor, McMichael, Perovich. 
General Honors Council 
Longhurst, Alexander, Finman, Skabelund, Thorn, Zintz. 
Graduate 
Castetter, Basehart, Crawford, F. M. 
Skoglund, G. w. Smith, Welch, Wyler . 
Holloman representative. 
Honors 
Dickey, Moore, Morgan, Paak, Petty, 
Ex officio: Daub (Los Alamos), 
Rosenzweig, Bunting, Burley, Dubois, Kuntz, Skabelund, 
~brary 
Castle, Erteza, Goode, Gordon, Kolodner, Newman, Noble, Owens, Sasaki , 
Thomas, Walters . Ex officio: D. O. Kelley, Poldervaart. 
Publica~~ons 
Trowbridge , Baughman, Bocquet, Dittmer, Hammel, Judah, LaPaz, McKenzie, 
S. D. Smith. Ex officio: Dickey, Durrie. 
Registration 
Koster, Christman, Fiedler, Fitzsimmons, Gafford, Jermain, Lieuwen. 
Ex officio: MacGregor, Perovich. 
Retirement and Insurance 
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R. M. Duncan, Clark, Edgel, Finston, Gentry, Hendrickson, Perovich, Wollman. 
Scholarships and Prizes 
Reva, Chreist, Elser, Schoenfeld, Tobias. Ex officio: Chase, Clauve, 
Mathany, Singer . 
Student Affairs 
S . E. Smith, Davis, Doxtator, Henry Ellis, Jensen, Mill iken . Five student 
members. 
Student Publications Board 
Huber, Freedman, Reeve, St. Onge. Ex officio: French. Five student memberti . 
Student Standards 
Crowell, Dean, Jacobs, Imogean McMurray. Four student members. 
University Research 
Castonguay, Angel, Arms, Crosby, Floyd, Hoff, Leavitt, Norman, Tuan. 
Ex officio: Castetter, Walker. 
University United Fund Drive 
Ried, Adams, Cunnning, Glaese, Ihrig, Robert, Yell. Ex officio: Jacobson, 
McMichael. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
Employment Policy 
May 25, 1960 
The following statements of policy pertain to the employment of 
faculty members with presumption of permanent tenure in relation 
to the earning of degrees at the University of New Mexico: 
1. No member of the faculty of rank of assistant professor or 
higher shall be granted a graduate degree by the University of New 
Mexico. 
2. Any person, to be employed as a regular member of the faculty in 
a position that can lead to permanent tenure, must either (a) hold 
at ~east one earned degree from a reputable institution other than 
the University of New Mexico or (b) have distinguished himself else-
where either professionally or as a graduate student . Such professional 
attainment or graduate work must be in his teaching field . 
3. Not more than one-third of any department 1 s permanent teaching 
staff, or any college's permanent teaching staff where there are no 
departments, shall consist of faculty members whose last earned 
degree is from the University of New Mexico . 
4. A person working toward an advanced degree at the University of 
New Mexico may receive temporary teaching contracts for a period not 
to exceed 5 years, provided that he continues to make reasonable 
progress toward the degree . At the end of this period, his employment 
shall be terminated, unless his appointment be placed on regular 
probationary status . When such a person receives regular probationary 
status, it is recommended that his time previously spent in teaching 
on a part-time or temporary basis be counted toward his tenure 
probationary period, up to a maximum of two years . 
MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR 
DEAN EMERITUS ALFRED Le ROY GAUSEWITZ 
Alfred LeRoy Gausewitz serv ed the cause of l egal 
education for thirty-on e years. Born in Little Fa lls, 
Minnesota, in 1893, he earned h is B.A. a nd LL.B. degree s at 
the University o f Minnesota and hi s LL.M. a t Stanford 
University . Be f o r e c oming t o the University o f New Mexico 
he was f o r eighteen year s a member o f the facul ty o f the 
University o f Wisconsin Law s chool. 
As the f i r s t Dean o f our law s chool he brought t o 
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hi s ta s k an integrity a nd a devotion t o the highe s t s tandards 
o f s cholar s hip whi ch wil l leav e a lasting mark on the a s pira-
tio n s o f the s chool h e did so much t o create . The many who 
c a me t o know,him, personally a nd professionally, during his 
thirtee n years at this Univer sity f ound him a man o f great 
warmth, gene r osity and humility . They will remember him no t 
only with e s t eem but with aff ec t ion . 
Alfr ed LeRoy Gausewitz was, in the finest meaning of 
the words, a dedicated s t adent of the law and an instinct ive 
g e ntleman. His dea th on May 31, 1960, leav es the University 
of New Mexico greatly in h is debt . 
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Note to t.. e uenera~ :Tacu ~ t y: r1' :1iE: :9ropos~.1 \7'.1S not mimeographed i n 
time to ~e r~t&ch~~ to t~ 0 qge ·ft f ·h = lL -- h ..., • • nC:c:.. or c e l' 2.cu -cy Meeting of June 5, 
1050. 
TO : Dr . i . F. Castetter, Dean of the Graduate School 
FlCJ : • Luncan, Chairman 
Department of ~odern and Classical Languages 
JUBJZCT : pproval o f Curriculum for Zlementary Jchool Teachers 
for egree of Master of Arts in Teaching 3panish 
Baer.ground . :n the spr:ng of 1959 the General Faculty approved a 
fegree of Haster of Arts in Teaching Spanish. The immediate purpose 
,vas to offer a course of stueiy which would justify such a degree f or 
teachers who attended the I nstitute for Secondary School Teachers of 
39anish . The U. s. Office of Education which subsidized the I nsti-
tute has asked us t o operate another Inst:tute next year and to 
include training for 2lementary 3chool Teachers . If we are to give 
these teachers an opportunity to work on a Master of Arts in Teach-
ing 3panish, we must provide for them a different curriculum from 
th&t approved last year for the secondary teachers because the 
trainin g f or teaching lAnguages at these different levels must be 
cifferent i n several respects . 
MA3T:Z:: OF AaTD IN TEACHING SPANISH (Elementary Curriculum) 
:?rerequisites: 
1 . baccalaureat e degree with 24 hours of Spanish beyond 
first year elementary courses. 
~ . Eighteen hourc of education courses and teacher certifi-
cation in the state of the student's residence. 
3 . Four hours from among the 100-level courses in Spanish 
isted below under " ;lequirements". · 
Note: Provision is made for students to enroll for the degree 
with deficiencies in the above prerequisites which may 
be made up after entrance . 
Rec;_uirements : 1. Thirty-two hours of graduate work in Spanish an~ Zducation, 
i ncluding all of the courses listed below . (Dtudents who 
present any of these courses on entrance may use the hours 
for electives in Spanish or Education, or for making up 
entrance deficiencies. 
Spanish 103-4 
Spanish 145 
3panish 1~6 
(~atters of Modern 3panish) 
(~ispanic Civilization) 
(3panish-American Civilization) 
6 crs . 
2 crs . 
2 crs. 
Spanish 153 (Spanish Phonetics) 
Elective in Spanish or Spanish-American Literature 
*Education 253 (Spanish 253) (Linguistic Theory 
Language Instruction) 
*Education 257 (Spanish 257) (Application of 
Linguistics to Elementary Language 
Instruction) 
*Education 258 (Spanish 258) (Preparation of 
Language Materials for Elementary School) 
*Education 259 (Spanish 259) (Proseminar in Lang. 
Instruction for Elementary School) 
One other Education course to be approved by the 
Department of Zlementary Education 
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2 crs. 
6 crs. 
1 er. 
3 crs. 
4 crs. 
4 crs. 
3 crs . 
2. Reading knowledge of another foreign language 
3. Written and oral examination to test proficiency in use 
of Spanish. 
4. A minimum of 12 hours in 200-level courses 
5. At least 26 of the hours completed in residence at the 
University 6. A written comprehensive examination over the field of the 
degree, followed by an oral examination 
*These courses are cross-listed as Spanish because the illustrative 
material will refer to Spanish. The methodology involved will be 
the same, in general, for other modern languages and can be adapt-
ed to them by the intelligent teacher. 
Approvals
0 
This request has been approved by Dean Wynn for the 
College of llrts and Sciences and by Dean Travelstead for the 
College of Education. 
May 31, 1960 
TO. The Faculty 
FROM: Sherman E. Smith 
The Constitution of the Associated Students stipulates that amendments 
thereto shall be approved by the Student Senate , by an affirmative vote 
of two-thirds of the members of the Associated Students voting in an 
election, by the Voting Faculty, the President and the Regents of the 
University. 
The following amendments have been approved by the Senate and by the 
requisite vote in the last student body election. They are submitted to 
the Faculty for its consideration at the meeting on June 6. 
The Personnel Deans and I recommend the approval of Amendments 
2, 3, and 4 but we recommend the disapproval of Amendments 1 and 
5, on the following grounds. 
The present language of Section 1 of Article 2 is as follows : 
251: 
"no student shall be denied full and equal rights in the student community 
for reasons of race, nationality, sex, religion,or political beliefs." The 
proposed amendment (No. 1) adds to the list "any other discriminating 
factors determined by Student Court." It is our judgment that the section 
as reworded would probably bring many matters not now under the juris-
diction of the Court before it , and would serve as an invitation to unneces-
sary litigation. We would have no objection to the addition of speclfic bases 
of possible discrimination but we think it would be inappropriate to empower 
the Court to define a basis of discr lmination and then rule upon it. Freely 
interpreted, the amendment could broaden the powers of the Court to an 
extent which ls neither necessary nor desirable. 
The fifth amendment of this set makes the procedures of the Student Standards 
Committee subject to review by the Student Court 1f the Court decides that 
the procedure has violated a student's full and equal rights. We hold that it 
is inappropriate for the procedures of a joint student-faculty committee, 
which is also a standing committee of the Faculty, to be subject to review 
by the Student Court. We feel that the right of appeal to the President of 
the University ls sufficient protection for the student. Moreover, we are 
concerned that appeals to the Student court on the grounds of improper 
procedure by the Student Standards Committee might be used as a common 
means of delaying or obstructing disciplinary action by the Committee. 
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Amendment No. L The Constitution shall be amended to read as follows: 
Article II Student Rights 
Section L No student shall be denied full and equal rights in the student 
community for reasons of race, nationality1 sex, religion political beliefs 
or any other discriminating factors determined by Student Court. ' 
Amendment No. 20 The Constitution shall be amended to read as follows: 
Article V Judicial Branch 
Section lo Judlcial Function 
The judicial power of the Associated Students, with the exception of 
impeachment1 shall be vested in the Student Court and such other inferior judicial committees as the Student Court may create. All suits between 
branches of the Student Government shall be decided in the Student Court. 
The Court shall have exclusive power of interpretation of the Constitution 
of the Associated Studentso 
Section 2o Composition and Qualifications of the Court. 
The Student Court shall be composed of one Chief Justice, four Associate 
Justices who (1 shall have been in residence at the University of New Mexico 
for at least two semesters1 (2) shall have at least a 1.5 aggregate grade point 
average and (3) shall be of at least junior classification; and one graduate 
adviser from the College of Law 0 This adviser will have no vote. 
Section 3o Procedure of the Court 
Paragr aph lo If there is a vacancy of three or more justices, the re-
maining justices may act in administr ative and non-judicial matters subject 
to later approval by the entire court once the new justices have been appoint-
ed and approvedo 
Change paragr aph (d) to paragraph (e) 
Section 5. Impeachment 
a) The judicial power of impeachment of all student officers and the 
trial of impeachment shall be reserved to the Student Senate. 
b) The procedure shall be as follows• 
1) A student officer may be impeached by a simple majority vote 
of the Senators present at any regular meeting of the .senate; the im.peach-
ment being carried out ln accordance with the Senate s normal par1tamentary 
procedure. 
2 
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2) The power and functions of an officer who has been impeached shall 
be suspended pending the decision of the Senate 0 
3~ Following the impreachment, the President of the Senate (or the 
President pro- tern of the Senate, if the President of the Senate has been 
impeached) shall appoint a committee of Senate members to prosecute 
the in1peached officer 0 
4) The trial of the impeached officer will be presided over by the Chief 
Justice of the Student Court and must be held at the next regular meeting of 
the Senateo In the event that the impeached officer is not tried at the next 
regular meeting of the Senate9 the impeach,ment will be declared null and void. 
5) A two-thirds vote of the senators present shall be required to remove 
an officer from office. 
Amendment No. 3, The Constitution shall be amended to read as follows : 
Article IV 
Section 2 
d) An aggregate grade point average of L4 shall be required in 
order that a student may be eligible for election to the Student Council. 
Amendment No, 4. The Constitution shall be amended to read as follows. 
Section 6 
Line 5~ Change the word judicial to disciplinary. 
Amendment No. 5" The Constitution shall be amended to read as follows. 
Article V 
Section 6 Paragraph 2 
The equity of decisions of the Student Standards Committee ma! be 
appealed only to the President of the University. In the eve~t. of failure 
of the committee to reach a decision, the case shall be certified to the 
President of the University for adjudication. 
Add paragraph (3) 
The procedure of the committee may be appealed to the Student Court. 
However the power of the Court shall only extend to the order lng of a 
new hear'ing and only if the Court decides that the procedures of the 
Student Standards Committee have violated a student s full and equal 
rights The records of the Student Standards Committee must be 
available to the Student Court on those cases which have been appealed 
to the Student Court. 
## 
## 
## 
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The University of New Mexico 
Office of Admissions and Records 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
June 8, 1960 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Name 
Jack Kennedy Adams 
#Louise Boyd Adams 
Francisco Atilano Apodaca 
*John Daniel Baca 
Carsie z. Ballard 
#David Humberto Bazan 
Sharon Beeson 
Lionel Clayton Billeaudeaux 
Wil~iam LeBaron Bingham 
#Samuel &hard Bov.ie 
#Barbara McKnight Bowser 
#Frederick Park Bowser, III 
Turner Williamson Branch 
#Richard Leroy Brougham 
Gerard Thomas Bro""1 
#Martha Ann Bullock 
Michael Ulick Burk 
Kerry John Constan 
David Elwin Crowell 
#Terry Edgar Dale 
Diana Beth Darnall 
Major 
History 
English 
Inter-American Affairs 
Government 
History 
Sociology 
Psychology;jOtMn&H~~ 
Geology 
~nglish 
Inter-American Affairs 
English 
History 
Government 
English 
Journalism 
GoverrlllJ:lnt 
Inter..Anerican Affairs 
Geology 
Anthropology 
Spanish 
History 
History 
Psychology 
History 
Minar 
-
Spanish 
Psychology 
History 
Anthropology 
Psychology 
English 
French 
Psychology 
Governnent 
History 
Psychology 
Sociology 
English 
Engineering 
History 
French 
French; English 
Government 
Spanish 
English; Philosophy 
r--
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James Keith Davies 
Charles Brice Dowaliby 
Evelyn Joyce Duncan 
Marlys Bright Duran 
Charles Franklin Edgemon 
Daniel Edmund Epley 
Carolyn Dalbey Findley 
Journalism; Psychology English Mathematics;Journalism 
English Chemistry; Biology 
*Anthony Hamar Fleming 
Peter Hanstrup Freeman 
Norma Elizabeth Frick 
Alfred Abraham Gonzales 
William Haas, III 
Billy F.dward Lee Harris 
Joe West Hart 
#Leon Francis Hawn 
With Distinction 
cum laude in General Studies 
With University Honors 
History Biology 
History Anthropology 
Inter-Anerican Affairs --
Chemistry History 
Speech French 
Geology Portuguese 
Government Spanish 
Economics Geography 
English Psychology 
~inished requirements 1959 ss. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
/;,## 
+ 
++ 
## 
~,~~ 
+ 
++ 
** 
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Page 2 
Candidates for Degrees 
COLLIDE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ( continued) 
BACHELOR OF ARTS (continued) 
Name Major Minor 
#James John Heyda English History 
Jacquelyn Kay Hillman Inter-American Affairs 
Clarence Davis Huff Anthropology Psychology 
Norman Lindsay Humphries English Psychology 
Sally Ann Hursh History Government; German 
#Royal Gale Jackson History Government 
John Morgan Joseph Government Sociology 
Karl Dana Kernberger Anthropology Geography 
Richard Barton Klein Spanish Portuguese Economics Thomas Melvin Leahy, Jr,. English 
Grace Lucille Leernhuis Philosophy; Anthropology 
Evelyn Pyatt Levy 
Judith Lynette Little 
-*Frank Milton Locke 
#Carlos Alberto Lopez 
#Robert Lee Loyd · 
Charles Frederick Luthy, Jr. 
#Eleanor Lander Ma.ckelduff 
r Arthur Madrid, II I Ernest Anthony Mares 
i Peter Alexis Masley 
Guy Arthur Mayo 
Michael Hugh McAfee 
Michael Francis McCormick 
I Marcia Sue McElderry 
l#vaJ.ter Wayne McEvilly I Robert Leo McGrane 
#J!Iary Love McKinnon 
I John Calvin McPhaul I David Evan·Merewether 
1 Patricia T. Merlo 
/ Joseph Valentine Metzgar 
Shirley Jolly Minge 
\ Virginia Montoya 
-. Elizabeth Blake Moon 
¥!William Casad Mandell 
*Kathy Morgans Morse 
Constance Joanne Murphy 
#Wendy Bennett Nelson 
Ferrell Thomas o•Rourke 
cum laude in General Studies 
With Distinction 
With Honors in Spanish 
With Honors in Philosophy 
With University Honors 
History; English 
Inter-American Affairs 
Anthropology 
Economics 
History 
Sociology,-
Spanish 
Spanish 
Spanish 
Journalism 
Psychology 
Inter-American Affairs 
History 
Government 
Philosophy 
History 
English 
Inter-American Affairs 
Mathematics 
Anthropology 
History 
History 
Sociology 
Sociology 
Chemistry 
Psychology 
Journalism 
Anthropology 
History 
~inished requirements 1959 SSo 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
Mathematics 
Business Admin. 
Spanish 
Economics 
Anthropology 
English 
Portuguese 
English 
Sociology 
Economics 
English 
English 
French 
French 
Philosophy 
Biology 
German 
Business Admin. 
Psychology 
Business Admin. 
Na.thematics 
English 
English 
Spanish; English 
English 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE CF ARTS AND SCIENCES ( continued) 
Bachelor of Arts ( continued) 
Name 
Joe Bert Pacheco 
Georgia Norton Phillips 
~,*** Karen Kristine Quelle 
+++ #Herbert Larry Quist, Jr 0 
Romola Jackson Reineke 
Edward Joseph Rickert 
#Thomas Davenport Raff 
#Samuel Ellsworth Russell 
Alice Jean Hannah Ryan 
#Donald Carl Sanders 
#Jana Perry Sayner 
Alison Heath Schlecht 
*Melvyn Laddie Schramek 
Fred M. Shaver, II 
Hazel Esther Shriner 
*** Anna Jane Sitton 
## Gaylord Ewing Smith 
#Roger Hollis Smith 
Anne Catherine Snow 
*Audrey Ann Snyder 
Gerald c. Sparks 
#Glenn Wayne Stillion 
## Frances Marilyn Teas 
Martha Shields Thayer 
Evelyn Hilgard Tittrnann 
Shirley Mead Troy 
Ann Carolyn Verkler 
Joseph Diaz Villa 
#Linda Rosa Vogel 
?t #Donald H. Ward I #Charles H. Welch 
** : ~ Jerry Wertheim 
Barbara Williams 
David Edward Williams 
1 Jerry Niel Williams l Rupert Lee Williams 
~ 
*** 
+++ 
## 
** 
i Anola Beverly vhoolery l #AyalewWolde-Giorgis Sarah Bethe Word 
, John Herbert Weaver 
cum laude in General Studies 
~h Honors in English 
With Honors in History 
With Distinction 
With University Honors 
Major 
Government 
Inter-American Affairs 
English; French 
English 
Psychology 
Psychology 
Geology 
Geology 
English 
Minor 
Spanish 
History 
Anthropology 
English 
Air Science 
Biology 
Biology 
Government Journalism 
Anthropology; 
English 
Government 
Journalism 
History 
English 
Psychology 
History 
English 
English 
English 
Art 
Spanish 
Geology 
Anthropology 
English 
History 
Psychology 
Government 
Sociology 
Inter..A.nerican Affairs 
English 
English 
Inter-Anerican Affairs 
Philosophy 
Economics 
Anthropology 
History 
Chemistry 
Government 
Philosophy 
History 
French 
Journalism 
French 
Government 
Portuguese 
Naval Science 
Art 
~istory 
English 
Sociology 
Psychology 
Anthropology 
History; Psychology 
Speech 
English 
History 
Sociology 
Spanish 
French 
English 
English; Latin 
Psychology 
Spanish; English 
Sociology 
History 
Naval Science 
~inished requirements 1959 ss. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (continued) 
Bachelor of Science 
Name 
Jose Benjamin Roy Anglada 
William Jacob Barlett 
** David Wilmot Bessemer 
James William Bohm, Jr. 
*Joseph Alf red Boriff, Jr. 
### Charles Allen Caton 
*5tuart Reese Chase 
Russell E. Clemons 
Joseph Leonard Davis 
Charles E. deSutter 
James Vincent Devine 
Hobart Norris l)jxon 
## Georgia Lee Duncan 
#Thomas Harry F.d.wards 
#Leopold Leo Flores 
Thomas Gardiner 
Keith James Gilbert 
### 
## 
I 
#Mary Gayla Glascock 
*Malcolm Lee Goode 
Maynard Jon Grande 
Randall Lee Gresens 
William Lee Griego 
Keith Burnice Grisham 
#Johnnie Lyles Haas 
Jack Newton Hardwick 
Irving Harlow Hart, III 
John Bruce Hays 
Victor Heusinger 
Richard Pierson Howell 
Janet Sue Hoyt 
James Calvin Irvin 
Lief Erik Isaacson 
James Hubert Jett 
Jack Tate Keely 
William Ayers Kelly, Jr. 
Rosemary Speeker King 
John Joseph Kraker, Jr. 
** With University Honors 
### With Honors in Biology 
## With Distinction 
X With Honors in Mathematics 
Major 
Biology 
Geology 
Psychology 
Biology; Chemistry 
Geology 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Geology 
Geology 
Minor 
Naval Science 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
Mathematics 
Chemistry 
Electrical Engr. 
Ma.thematics 
Engineering 
. . 
Geology Biology 
Psychology Biology 
Biology Geology 
Psychology Mathematics; German 
Biology English 
Psychology Mathematics; Biology 
Mathematics Electrical Engr. 
Mathematics & Astrono!l\V; 
Physics 
Biology 
Geology 
Geology 
Geology 
Mathematics 
English; Biology 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Mathematics 
Chemistry 
Geology 
Biology 
Biology 
Physics; Mathematics 
Biology 
Physics; Mathematics 
Geology 
Biology 
Biology 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Engineering 
Biology 
Mathematics 
German 
Music 
Physics; Elec. Engr. 
Naval Science 
German;Naval Science; 
Biology;Mathematics 
Engineering 
· t,,n,i'i's/> 
Anthropology 
Chemistry 
Engineering 
German 
Sociology 
Mathematics 
~inished requirements 1959 ss. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ( continued) 
Bachelor a£ Science (continued) 
Name 
Gilbert Evan Larsen 
Richard Lawrence Lepp 
#Richard Lawrence Levine 
Ralph A. Liguori 
John Lind, Jr. 
James Francis Logan 
*Philip Carlos Lovato 
John Morrison Lucas 
Silas William May 
** Mary Geraldine Rumph Mayes 
#William Buford McCall, Jr. 
#Francis Edward McLaughlin 
Donald Frazier McLeroy 
Michel Henry Nahma.d 
James Wilbur Osborn 
Malcolm Alvin Osoff 
Gerald Frank Prohaska 
#Joseph Clair Reding 
William Charles Renfro 
#William ER Richards 
Lucy Tersila River~ 
Arlen Derrell Robinson 
John Francis Robinson 
X David William Roeder 
William George Rose 
Ambrosio Sanchez 
Richard Guenther Schlecht 
Michael Peter Sipes 
Ronald Rene Skinner 
Robert Don Smith 
** 
X 
#Don otis Snyder 
#James Anton Sturdevant, Jr. 
Nancy Ann Terwilliger 
Patrick Edward Trujillo 
Robert Martin Werdig, Jr. 
#Richard Charles Yeck 
With University Honors 
With Honors in Ma.thematics 
Major 
Geology 
Biology 
Geology 
Mathematics 
Geology 
Mathematics 
Geology 
Geology 
Biology 
Biology 
Geology 
Biology 
Geology 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Biology 
Geology 
Geology 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Geology 
Physics 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Biology 
Physics 
Geology 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Geology 
Geology 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Psychology 
Geology 
~inished requirements 1959 ss. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
Minor 
-
Biology 
Psychology 
Engineering 
Chemistry; History 
Engineering 
Philosophy 
Mathematics 
Biology 
English 
English 
Engineering 
English 
Engineering 
Chemistry 
Chemistry 
Chemistry 
English 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
Philosophy 
Chemistry 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Music 
Chemistry 
Latin 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Chemistry 
English 
Engineering 
Engineering 
German 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Engineering 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE CF ARTS AND SCIENCES (continued) 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Name Major Minor 
Betty Hardgrove Martin Medical Technology 
COLLEGE CF ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering 
Herbert Carroll Bohannon, Jr 0 
#Roger Byrnes 
Edward Alton Samberson 
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering 
Tomas Ireneo Bringas 
Thomas David Coughlen 
Peter Carl Kimberly 
#Tom Burton Larsen 
Arthur Margarito Lopez 
David Hamilton Neal 
Marion Franklin Pickett 
James Henry Simons 
Max Everett Webb 
-:!George Alfred Winkler 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
John Joseph Ahlskog 
Mohammad Iqbal Awan 
George Steve Bosiljevac 
*Buddie Gene Chappell 
## •••• William Bellmont Clarke 
#Howard Smith Cottrell 
Hans Hostrnark Coucheron-Aamot 
#Charles Edward DeBettignies 
#Victor James Fattor 
Robert Eugene Flock 
#Edward Albert Gonzales 
#Robert Charles Gregor 
Joseph Eli Hanner 
James Kevin Harrigan 
#William Joseph Head 
John Waymon Henson 
#Jerry Paul Hethcoat 
William Carroll Hughes 
Billy Sam Jumper 
## With Distinction 
Albert Joseph Lambiase 
Tom L. Lawson, Jr .. 
Allen Clifford Lockhart 
#Karl Emery Longley 
#Robert Dale Martin 
John William Neville 
Karel Thomas Pekarek 
Everett Irvin Polanco 
Charles Nicholson Reisinger 
Edward Emms.rt Rice 
Orville Blaine Ridgley 
Ricardo Tobias Sanchez 
Cedric Dwayne Sheppard 
## Benjamin Franklin Snow 
Miles Evert Standish 
## #Charles Everett veld 
Floyd Brooks Williams, Jr. 
Claude Berwind Wylie, Jr. 
~inished requirements 1959 ss. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
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Candidates for Degrees 
xx 
xx 
## 
## 
COLLIDE OF ENG INEERJNG ( continued) 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
#Charles Bennett Allen 
Robert Clinton Ashley 
#William Lyle Baker 
Dennis King Barton 
Richard Samuel Baty 
Frederick Redman Bentley 
George Allen Block 
Richard Harold Braasch 
#Harold Edt.."aI'd Brashears 
Robert Cornelius Breslin 
#John Patton Bundrant 
*Joseph Philip Castillo 
Richard G. Chappell 
#Vincent Raymond Chavez 
El.dine Cole 
Don Casper Doose 
Douglas Leroy Dunbar 
Richard James Eckerman 
#Ronald Charles Eisele 
James Warren Fanslow 
#James Paul Farrar 
Klas Kendall Fenell 
#Robert Philip Fjelstad 
Max Sanchez Fonseca 
#Virgil Clayton Fordham 
Henry Adolph Germer, Jr. 
Max Hernandez, Jr. 
John Maximilian Jasinski 
## 
xx 
## 
#Larry Dean Johnson 
~-Herbert otto Knecht, Jr. 
Robert Arden Lewis 
Patrick Gilbert Long 
Juan Carlos Lucero 
James Sylvester Lunsford 
#Doyle Roe Lyddon 
#John Moss MacCready 
#Jm Tom Ma.son 
Richard Fenton Mayo 
David Evan Mere~ther 
*Vernon Thompson Miklebost 
*John Marbury Musterman 
Larry Floyd Neely 
Kenneth Paul Patrick 
#Jay Vernon Percival 
#Winston Lamont Pickering 
Paul Edward Presson 
Gregory Villa Rosales 
Alfonso Bernabe Sandoval 
*Robert William Schmeling 
Lee Julius Seligman 
~rle s LeRoy Sparks 
#James Horace Thompson 
#John A. Tondl 
Bill Dean Trembly 
Harry Edwin Weaver, Jr. 
James Ed-wa.rd Zachery 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Maurice James Baker 
James Howard Burgess 
John Lee Cawlfield 
Tyen Ching Chen 
#Elmer Louis Eilers 
#Frederick John Ellingson 
Johnny Ellison Glover 
Richard Myers Goheen 
Joseph E. Hall 
Leonard Crandall Hays 
Kenneth Charles Hybarger 
Robert Truman Jackson, III 
Jack Stewart Kibbe 
Floyd Evans Lundy, Jr. 
#Daniel Jess McCluer 
Fred Boyd McCracken 
#Douglas Maril Raulston 
Roger George Schamaun 
*Darlo Jack Seaman 
#Wendell Eugene Steiner 
Amado Arthur Trujillo 
George Robert Winovich 
XX With Honors in Electrical Engineering 
## With Distinction 
~inished requirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (continued) 
Bachelor of Architecture 
Ronald Douglas Kelley Leon Aman Ross, Jr. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Arts in Education 
Name Major Minor 
-
*Ruben T. Abeyta English History 
Ella Sue Anderson Art Education Music Education 
Joseph Francis Baca History Government 
Arthur Deans Barrett, Jr. Music Education 
*Marc LeeRoy Benjamin, Jr. Social Studies 
John Eugene Black English Psychology 
Larry Joe Bonaguidi Social Studies History;Government 
Barbara Ruth Brom Spanish Portuguese 
#Catherine Nelson e1ifton English History 
Henry Worsham Dew, Jr. History Psychology 
#Sonda Ann Doan English Business Education 
Edith Worley Entsminger Social Studies 
Bernice McCain Fiske Music Education 
Marian Jeanette French English History 
Neil David Frumkin Social Studies --
#Theresa Testman Garwood Social Studies 
William Bruce Graham History English 
#Quentin Kay Hayworth Social Studies 
*Robert Lee Holloway English Music Education 
~ *June Elaine House Social Studies j #Preston St.Vrain Jones Speech English 
Elmer Louis {Jack) Kaemper, Jr. English History 
*1i'rances Iola Borinan Kirk Art Education 
*Nene Ackerman Koch English 
Home Economics 
William Krieger Social Studies 
Psychology 
Tanis Jane Linford English History 
Gilbert Lloyd Lopez Spanish English 
#Francisco Maestas Spanish French I Ray Elliott Martin Social Studies 
William Watchman Mason Social Studies 
Mathematics 
I #John Christian McDonald Social Studies 
Naval Science 
*Richard Brown McNees Social Studies 
Gary Ted Montague Social Studies 
Diana Estella Montes Spanish 
English 
*Beverley Ann Nelson Art Education 
I Patricia Joan Nickle Speech 
Sociology; English 
I Frances Eileen Audette Parker Art Education 
English; History 
I 
\. Alfred Gilbert Jarrett Music Education 
*Finished requirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Semester I~ 1959-60. 
Currie. 
HS 
Art Ed 
H S 
Mus Ed 
HS 
H S 
H S 
H S 
H S 
HS 
HS 
HS 
Mus Ed 
HS 
HS 
HS 
H S 
HS 
HS 
HS 
HS 
H S 
Art Ed 
HS 
H S 
H S 
H S 
HS 
H S 
HS 
H S 
HS 
HS 
H S 
Art Ed 
H S 
Art Ed 
Mus Ed 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLIEGE OF EDUCATION (continued) 
Bachelor of Arts in Education (continued) 
Name Major Mi.nor 
Kenneth Howard Payne English Psychology 
#Ann Marie Rasor 
Russell Henry Reinecke 
Ardene McKinney Rickman 
Theodore Flavio Sisneros 
Alba Nieves Souto Hernandez 
#Robert Herriman Strain 
Social Studies 
Art Education 
Social Studies 
Government 
~anish 
nglish 
History 
Psychology 
Psychology 
+++ Harold Lawrence Trott 
James Leonard Trueba 
Kenneth Edward \\ells 
#Mary Ann Harris Woodard 
Roberta Ada Wyloge 
Helen Ruth Alexander Yoakum 
Social Studies 
Social Studies 
Art Education 
Speech 
Social Studies 
English; Drama 
English 
Bachelor of Science in Education 
## 
Joan Beatrice Amin Elementary Education 
#Eleanor Maestas Aragon Elementary Education 
Stanley Gilbert Beckner Science Air Science 
Kenneth Lee Benally Elementary Education 
Annette Benninghoven Elementary Education 
Raymond Emile Berube, Jr. Business Education 
Marsha Susan Blair Home Economics 
Barbara JoAnn Burt Elementary Education 
Demetria Kelly Cargo Elementary Education 
Douglas Bane Carmichael Elementary Education 
#Kay Alene C1auve Business Education Psychology 
Gerry Anne Laidlaw Clawson Elementary Education 
Helen Louise Cummins Elementary Education 
Isabell Mayo Curry Elementary Education 
#Retta Cutler Elementary Education 
Josephine Del Mastro Elementary Education 
#Darla Brister DeSylva Elementary Education 
*1ertrude Vander Wagen Dodson Elementary Education 
## #Ruth Dahl Eggen 
Nell Schroeder Elerick 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
## Carole Ann Elkins 
Mary Ellen Elsbrock 
Janet Elaine Enns 
*Joanne Aronson Erdos 
+++ With Honors in History 
## With Distinction 
~inished requirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 19,9-600 
Currie 
HS 
HS 
Art Ed 
HS 
H S 
H S 
HS 
• 
HS 
HS 
Art Ed 
HS 
HS 
H S 
El Ed 
El Ed 
H S 
El Ed 
El Ed 
Gen Bus 
HS 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
Secretarial 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
El Ed 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLIEGE OF EDUCATION (continued) 
Bachelor of Science in Education (continued) 
Name Major Minor Currie. 
-
Ellen Fowler Farley Business Education Psychology Secretarial 
Cherrill Meyer Field Science Chemistry HS 
#Guadalupe Davis Fogleman Elementary Education El Ed 
Sandra Anne F ossler Elementary Education El Ed 
#Patricia West Gerety Elementary Education El Ed 
#Patricia Ann Gilliard Home Economics HS 
Douglas Glover Science HS 
## 
*Jeannette May Grandjean Elementary Education El Ed 
Genie Ebner Gurul-e Elementary Education :- "'°1 1,·s h 
El Ed 
Carolyn Hagaman Home Economics 
HS 
Kathleen Susan Hall Elementary Education 
El Ed 
Arlene Manulia Hanosh Business Education Dramatic Art 
Secretarial 
Joanne Harris Elementary Education --
El Ed 
Alice Jane Barbee Hendley Home Economics 
~ qlish HS 
-
Jacque Woolverton Hooton Elementary Education 
EJ. Ed 
Gertrude Gill Hughes Business Education English 
Secretarial 
Juanita P. Hutchens Elementary Education 
El Ed 
#Roger-Leigh Johnstone Science 
HS 
Shirley Paulson Kielcheski Elementary Education 
El Ed 
Franz Von Kilgore Elementary Education 
E1 Ed 
Joseph Frank Ma.es Science 
HS 
#Marie Elizabeth 
Vigil McBride Business Education English 
Secretarial 
#Ja.rres Eugene McDonald Chemistry 
Mathematics HS 
~harles Eugene McKenzie Ma.thematics 
Spanish HS 
Laura Jane McMillin BusinesB Education 
Home Economics Secretarial 
Edna Wells Meintzer Elementary Education 
El Ed 
#Patricia Moehrig Mershon Elementary Education 
El Ed 
#Isabel Angela Miller Elementary Education 
EJ. Ed 
Martha Rose Mills Elementary Education 
El Ed 
*Louise McCloud Mundy Elementary Education 
El Ed 
Patricia Ann o•Rourke Elementary Education 
El Ed 
Clara Mae Peterson Elementary Education 
El Ed 
Patricia Irene Pick Elementary Education 
El Ed 
Marie Paz Romero Elementary Education 
El Ed 
Mary Reyes Salazar Home Economics 
HS 
*Delores Stephanie Sanchez Business Education 
Spanish Secretarial 
*Barbara Ann Sandusky Business Education 
English Secretarial 
Narosonia Muller Spatz Home Economics 
H S 
JoAnna StaIT Elementary Education 
El &l 
~elina c. de Baca Strand Home Economics 
H S 
*Jeanne Lafferty Walker Elementary Education 
El Ed 
## With Distinction 
*Finished r equirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
## 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE OF ED"OCATION (continued) 
Bachelor of Science in Education (continued) 
Name Major Minor Currie. 
John Frank Westbrook Science H S 
Fred lewis \-hite Biology Geology HS 
~nn Marie Wliteman Elementary Education El Ed 
James Edward Williams Science -- HS 
*1:an Hart Williams Elementary Education El.Ed 
#Alice Mauck Wood Elementary Education El Ed 
*~T:i.lla Beach Woolsey Elementary Education El Ed 
Bachelor of Science in Health and Physical Education 
James Edward Breen Health & Physical Education H&PE 
Sarah Elizabeth Bridges Health & Physical Education History H&PE 
Elwyn Richard Clark Health & Physical Education H&PE 
Nettie Hubbard Corle Health & Physical Education Biology H&PE 
#Judith Lynne Ervin Health & Physical Education Biology 
H&PE 
-*Edward Francis Foley Health & Physical Education 
H&PE 
Kate Wilson Jacobson Health & Physical. Education --
H&PE 
#Boyde Long Health & H,ysical Education Biology 
H&PE 
Linda Moore McLean Heal.th & Physical Education 
H&PE 
Raymond Elwood Porter Health & Physical. Education 
H&PE 
Charles Arnold Ruhl Health & Physical Education 
H&PE 
Thomas Marvin Srcylie Recreation 
Recreation 
Social 
-*Richard Allen Spargo Health & Physical Education 5tudies H&PE 
H&PE 
#Leslie Robert Thomas Health & Physical Education 
Biology 
Walter Henry Vom Steeg Health & Physical Education 
Lil Lou Waid Health & Fbysical Education 
*Robert Charles \.k>ld Health & Physical Education 
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts Education 
Billy Bates Baxter · 
#Joe Ines Candelaria, Jr. 
#Robert Michael Dorak · 
#The adore IJ.oy Edwards, Sr. 
Robert Walter Geisler 
John Stanley Helfrich 
Gabriel Jaramillo, Jr~ 
#John Alden Randall 
Patrick Richard Stevens 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
_.., 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
Ind Arts 
## With Distinction 
i&inished requirements 1959 ss .. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-6o. 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts 
## Ann Christine Sallemi 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art 
Jesse Edward Barker, Jr. 
Alice Blue 
Dawn Dee Fritz 
Kathleen Margaret Gilbert 
#Elaine Metzger Hudson 
Janet Lee Jenkins 
Louis Edmund Johnson 
Sarah Novak 
Judith Evelyn Pease 
Susan Jane Seligman 
Katherine Kronwa.11 Smith 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dramatic Art 
#JoEllen Briscoe 
Judith Anne Burke 
~ Geo;ge. Port~r C~an, Jr. 
~°-"'~ 1Ja.vrs Cv-oc.c.c, 
*Patricia Anne Denzler 
Gloria Elaine Griffin 
William Aloysius Lang, II 
Sallie Cheaj.rs Lutin 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Music 
Kay Norval Ferrin 
*William Shenton Krum, Jr. 
*Romualdo Florencio Moya 
Amanda Jane Sewrell Mozer 
~arlotte Livermore Parkhurst 
Bobby Joe Roudon 
Robin Madden Werrell 
Bachelor of Architecture 
William Miles Brittelle, Jr. 
COLLEGE CF PHARMACY 
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy 
Albert Sherwood Anderson 
Elbert Lauson Clemmer 
Lawrence Neal Etherton 
William Clay Fry 
Wilmer Thomas Hamilton 
Stanley Frank Kusy 
Li Lee 
Richard Edward Long 
## With Distinction 
-itFinished requirements 19.59 SSo 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 19.59-60. 
Colleen Kay Street Marsh 
Richard Beryle Paine 
John Milton Patten 
Ronald Lee Paynter 
Antonio Pesavento 
Lyle DeVerne Raker, Jr. 
Cecil Leslie Sincl air, Jr. 
Jesse George Smith 
Johnny s. Volpato 
Name 
#Frank Lee Alexander 
Page 13 
Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEGE <F BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Concentration 
Ge:reral Business 
Industrial Administration 
General Business 
Gere ral Business 
General Business 
266 
Ruth Eileen Ballenger 
*Bicknell Karr Beckwith 
#Kenneth Aldon Beechy 
Stanley Dabney Black 
Kenneth Louis Bohlander 
Gerald Glenn Bretag 
Jerry Warren Brown 
Bruce Williams Butler 
General Business 
Industrial Administration 
Accounting 
Industrial Administration;Marketing 
#William Capels 
James Wesley Carleson 
#Robert Louis Clouthier 
James Stephen Coggins 
James Richard Coughlan 
Jack Lee Dailey 
John Frank Dalton 
*Donald Clifford Davidson 
William Henri Doyle, Jr. 
#"eyle Rex Duffie 
#Ransom Jasper Gaskill 
Harriet Loken Gerding 
Wayne LeRoy Gosnell 
Joyce Alberta Graves 
*John Ashton Hamon 
#Howard Ward Henry 
Roy Wilson Hunter 
Henry Roland Johnson 
#Sam Glen Jungbluth 
#Curtis Lowell Keeler 
#Carl Joseph Klecotka 
#Richard Barton Klein 
Vernon Eugene Lattin 
#Robert Frank Lewis, Jr_. 
Robert Joseph Majeski· 
Vivian T. Martinez, Jr. 
Jerry Eugene McKenzie 
James Leonard McKesson 
#Orlinda R. Medina 
#Wilfred lee Miller 
William E. Misselw.i.tz 
itF'inished requirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
Accounting 
Accounting 
General Business 
General Business 
Ge:reral Business 
General Business 
Ge:r:eral Business 
General Business 
General Business 
General Business 
General Business 
Industrial Administration 
Industrial Administration 
Secretarial Office Management 
Industrial Administration 
Accounting 
Accounting 
Industrial Administration; 
Marketing 
Marketing 
Industrial Administration 
Accounting 
Accounting 
General Business 
Marketing 
Industrial Administration 
Accounting 
Marketing 
Marketing 
Finance 
Industrial Administration 
General Business 
( 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
( 
r 
I 
I 
r 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
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Candidates far Degrees 
COLIEGE CF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ( continued) 
Bachelor of Business Administration ( continued) 
Name 
Thelma Carolyn Mottley 
*Robert Emmett O'Brien 
#Samuel Thomas Overstreet 
#Raymond Eugene Pettit 
Charles Irvin Potter 
James Franklin Pullen 
Hugh luzymond Putnam 
David Y. Rees 
William Earl St.Clair 
Peggy Brown Samberson 
#Jose R. Sandoval 
*Ramon Manuel Sarracino 
ayne Stewart Saul 
William John Scheuring 
Helen Rutledge Smith 
Benjamin Thomas Starkey 
Janice Virginia Teed 
*John Tiedemann 
#John Elb!idge Tillotson, Jr 0 
#Joe William thlterberg 
Robert Carlton Wareham 
:,.CHooL. 
OF LAW 
Concentration 
Accounting 
General Business 
Accounting 
General Business 
Accounting 
Finance 
General Business 
Accounting 
Accounting 
Secretarial-Office Management 
Accounting 
General Business 
Industrial Administration 
Industrial Administration 
General Business 
General Business 
Secretarial-Office Management 
Acc01mting 
Industrial Administration 
General Business 
Marketing 
Bachelor of Laws 
Eugene Earl Broclanan 
Janes Melton Durrett, Jr. 
Jake Eugene Gallegos 
John Gregory Jasper 
Robert Henry Kuehn 
Orville Cruce McCallister, Jr. 
John Francis McCarthy, Jr. 
Richard Scott :Morris 
Helen Marquis Nash 
Oliver Garrison Ricketson, 
Richard .Matthew Snell 
Norman Smith Thayer, Jr. 
COLLEGE CF NURSING 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Dora Foster Bebout 
Tara Nedra Cain 
Stella Thompson Church 
Mary Evangeline Cordero 
~inished requirements 19.59 ss. 
#Finished requirenents Serooster I, 19.59~0. 
Mary Ann Craig 
Amy Ernestine Ferran 
#Julia Archuletta Flores 
Cannan Mercedes Hands 
III 
I 
{ 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Candidates for Degrees 
COLLEnE CF NURSOO ( continued) 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (continued) 
Jane Arlene Jackson 
Adelita Antonia Maestas 
Ethel Foytik Muff 
** #Maria Consuelo Pacheco 
Anna Lee Moody Roark 
## Ernestine Rodriguez 
Florence Page Thomson 
Joann Elizabeth Wilder 
Orcilia Zuniga 
## 
With University Honors 
With Distinction 
Name 
-
*Edward Abbey 
*Nick P. Abeyta 
John Franklin Adams 
Richard B. Alexander 
*John Anthony Aragon 
itGeorge H. Baca · 
'*ff. Thomas Baird, Jr. 
*Viilliam Slater Banowsky 
Patricia Estill Bates 
*Saul Benchimol 
Priscilla Deane Biggs 
*Marge Yvonne Blue 
*Frieda Brown Bobrink 
#Leah Sandra Borgrink 
*Robert Henry Brown 
*Bernice Patricia Bureta 
*.Anna Bee Butler 
*Mary Lovely Caccamise 
Patricia Smith Cain 
~harles Joseph Cavanaugh 
#David Cavitch 
#Jose Andres Chacon 
Ma.reel Charles Chambellan 
Betty Perry Clark 
*Thelma Graff Condie 
June Wolford Corbin 
#Robert White Creeley 
#Richard Roland DeBlassie 
~rank Paul DeFina 
Thomas Roger DeGregori 
#Paul Ray Denny 
Dolores Montoya Duran 
Berdyne Butcher Eddy 
Robert William Elder 
Fred Forman 
Grete Gaschler 
*Alice Anne Gill 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Master of Arts 
-i@inished requirements 1959 S.S~ 
#Finished requirements Se:rrester I, 1959-60. 
Philosophy 
Secondary Education 
Educational Administration 
Educational Administration 
Educational Administration 
Elementary Education 
General Education 
Speech 
Art 
Sociology 
Government 
Spanish 
Art Education 
Guidance and Counseling 
Educational Administration 
Art Education 
Secondary Education 
Guidance arxi Counseling 
Economics 
Educational Administration 
English 
Government 
Educational Administration 
Psychology 
Elementary Education 
Art Education 
English 
Guidance and Counseling 
History 
Economics 
Educational Administration 
Elementary Education 
Secondary Education 
Economics 
Secondary Education 
Educational Administration 
Educat ional Administration 
S8 
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Candidates for Degrees 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (continued) 
Master of Arts ( continued) 
Nane 
~harles Albert Glatt 
i4Felipe Cordova Gonzales 
Alan Jesse Greenfeld 
~ymond Francis Guerette 
Benjamin Lee · Guthrie 
#fyron Harvey, Ill 
*<3-race Hershey 
Marguerite Ethyl Hutton 
#Teruaki Iida 
*Marjorie Granberry Kaderli 
William Paul Johnston 
Jack Dayton Key 
#Kathleen Karen Kulp 
*Ronald Kutny 
Claude Leonard Lewis 
Joe Henry Liebert 
Henrietta Bebber Loy 
Nancy Horne Lung 
Howard Ellis Maeker 
Harley Beryl Maggart 
Maria Freaerica :t.iahboub 
Julia Adams McDoniel 
*Douglas Linwood McVicker 
Veta Walker Mercer 
~ay Shaw Meyer 
#Leo Minkin 
John Roland Mitchell 
Ambrosio Jose Ortega 
B. Joanne Baker Overman 
*1lenn Eugene Peters 
Maria Vincenza Quargnali 
*Justin Rael 
Margaret Hight Robb 
*David J. Robinson 
Virginia Dance Sacks 
*Didio B. Salas 
Genese Ann Schwinn 
*Ann Catherine Shannon 
Marc Steven Simmons 
Lyman Francis Smart 
Emanuel Smith 
Eugene A. Smith 
#Marjorie Morrow Steger 
Marvin John Steputis 
-*Gloria Padova Suffin 
*Donald Leslie Thompson 
Joseph Bruce Thompson 
dinished requirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
Major 
Secorxiary Education 
Educational Administration 
Guidance and Counseling 
Physical Education 
Speech 
Anthropology 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Philosophy 
Elenentary Education 
Educational Administration 
History 
Inter..Anerican Affairs 
English 
Secondary Education 
Educational Administration 
Secondary Education 
Guidance and Counseling 
Educational Administration 
Elementary Education 
Educational Administration 
Educational Administration 
Educational Administration 
Elementary Education 
Educational Administration 
Elementary Education 
Anthropology 
Educational Administration 
Physical Education 
Secondary Education 
Art 
Educational Administration 
Art 
Speech 
Guidance and Counseling 
Educational Administration 
Spanish 
Art Education 
Inter...American Affairs 
English 
Elementary Education 
Art 
Spanish 
Guidance and Counseling 
Guidance and Counseling 
Spanish 
Secondary Education 
') 9 
.. ,.,s 
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Candidates for Degrees 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (continued) 
Master of Arts (continued) 
Name 
#Nguyen Van Thuan 
Gleneta Rees Tritt 
*Ramon Valdez 
Paul Valerio 
Richard Gwinnett Vivian 
Marie Pope Wallis 
Rev. Fintan Benedict Warren, O.F .M. 
Thomas Weaver 
*Ma.urine Dunn Yandell 
*Mucio Yslas, Jr. 
Major 
Economics 
Spanish 
Spanish 
Anthropology 
Elementary Education 
History 
Anthropology 
Elementary Education 
Physical Education 
Master of Science 
William Peter Aiello 
Jerome Ernest Anderson 
William Wilder Atkinson, Jr. 
Patricia Fax: Barnett 
Rondal Edward Bell 
William Eugene Bo~rs · 
John Francis Brady, Jr. 
Arthur McHarg Breipohl 
Calvin C. Burl-lell 
Robert Immell Butler 
Eugene Ralph Caprio 
William Francis Carlson 
#Jam.es Franklin Carter 
Don E. Corbin 
Donald William Dearholt 
Dwight Fairly Denton 
ottis Lee Dilworth 
Ralph Duran 
#David Lewis Endsley 
Edward Royce Fletcher 
#Gerald Morton Gardner 
Dervin Eugene Garrison 
Jere Lane Green 
Bernard Heyes 
Jilll S. Hinds 
Charles Latif Hyder 
Charles Benjamin Ivy 
ifChristopher Jako 
James Arthur Johnson 
Clyde J. Jones 
#Walter w. Joseph 
Thomas Avolt Kanneman 
~inished requirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
Electrical Engineering 
Geology 
Geology 
Psychology 
Biology 
Geology 
Geology 
Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Geology 
Electrical Engineering 
Geology 
Physical Education 
Electrical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Geology 
Physical Education 
Electrical Engineering 
Physics 
Civil Engineering 
Biology 
Mechanical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Geology 
Physics 
Civil Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Biology 
Mechanical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
70 
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Candidates for Degrees 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (continued) 
Master of Science ( continued) 
Name 
Ronald Alexander Korsak 
Raphael Joseph LaBauve 
Seth Oliver Lewis 
Richard Ballard Lodewick 
William Joseph Maraman 
John Thompson McCleary 
John William M'Gonigle 
James Alton Moeller 
Harry Wtzyne Montgomery 
Bruce Hopper Morrison 
Daniel Thomas Mullin 
Ralph Hulet Perkins 
John Chresten Petersen 
Andrew Elton Pope 
Biswa Man Pradhan 
Bernard Ernest Salazar 
Walter Franklin Scott 
Yogendra Lall Singh 
Hugo Teufel, Jr. 
Martin Stephen Tierney 
Doroteo Marcelino Vigil 
Richard Edward Vogel 
Bruce Albert Wickesberg 
*Larry Emmett Williams 
Ma.hlon Tayloe Wilson· 
David Perry Wood, Jr. 
Major 
Physics 
Mechanical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Geology 
Mechanical Engineering 
Geology 
Geology 
Chemical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Physical Education 
Mechanical Engineering 
Biology 
Electrical Engineering 
Geology 
Civil Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Geology 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical. Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Master of Music Education 
*Anita Tooley Baldwin 
*Dorothy Hinga Bullock 
*Ruth Suzanne Hernandez Kurman 
Frank w. Pinkerton 
*Betty Rae Still 
*Donald Wray Thayer 
Music Education 
Music Education 
Music Education 
Music Education 
Music Education 
Music Education 
Master of Music in Composition 
Charles John Hall 
Master of Business Administration 
John Albert Larson 
Business Administration 
~1nished requirements 1959 SS. 
#Finished requirements Senester I, 1959-60. 
271 
272 
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Candidates for Degrees 
GRADUATE SCHOOL (continued) 
Master of Education in Science 
Gene Woods Adams 
Rolland Burdett Bartholomew 
James Richard Cuneo 
Gale William Dartt 
Frank William Kassner 
Janes Ronald Keady 
Dale Fred Kleinfelter 
Raymond W. Knodel 
Arthura Ebert Krembs 
John Alan Linell.of 
Paul Burgette Mohr 
Dana Stearns Redington 
Elizabeth Butler Simmons 
Conley Irwin Stutz 
Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish 
James Earl Alvis 
Willie Mae Ballard 
Edward Fernandez 
Enrique E. Lamadrid 
Name 
-
Floyd Beatty Baker 
#Mary Elizabeth Brooks 
Irvine Elwin Davis 
Thomas A. Erhard 
*David Franklin Hiatt 
#Roy Lynn McCullough 
Alan Winston Peterson 
LaMoine Langston 
*Horacio Ulibarri 
Virgil Ieroy Poulter 
Herman Orlando Tafoya 
Frederick Vina 
Phyllis Anne Ward 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Doctor of Education 
- - - -
Major 
Chemistry 
Spanish 
Anthropology 
English 
English 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Educational Administration 
Educational Administration 
-ltFinished requirements 1959 S.S . 
#Finished requirements Semester I, 1959-60. 
